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Summer Events

SUMMER GREETINGS
Happy Summer,
Our first order of business is to congratulate our 2016 graduates. Congratulations! We wish you great
success in your new careers. As you transition, we encourage you to stay in touch with Saint Paul's
and take advantage of alumni resources such as Employer Hiring events and various workshops for

professional development. We would also like to suggest that our 2016 grads join the Staten Island
campus Alumni Association. The group is seeking alumni to fill leadership positions and organize
events. Some of the activities our sister chapters have organized in the past include outings to
sports-games, volunteer projects, happy hours, fundraisers, and more. And if you had a positive
experience at Saint Paul's, share it! Career Services is in the process of producing a fantastic series of
video stories featuring recent alumni that needs your voice.
On a separate note, let us give a quick mention to some of the positive changes happening at Saint
Paul's. For starters, we've made new student orientation a better experience. Also for the first time,
we now have a Director of Student Services to assist students with their academic needs and provide
counseling for other personal issues which may a!ect their school life. (You can read more about
him and his ideas to help students later in this issue). And we have a new community bulletin board,
located outside the Library, where you can get information on
everything from accessing course grades to local events.
It continues to be a pleasure to put out 'Signature' and thank everyone who helped with this issue.
We hope you enjoy, and have a great summer.
-The Sta! of the Learning Resource Center

A WELCOME MESSAGE
TO OUR NEW NURSES

as an understanding of the dedication needed
on your part to be successful.
For your time here, life as you have known it

Eric J. Jacobs, Campus President
Congratulations on your decision to continue
your education with the goal of becoming a
Registered Nurse.
Nursing is a very rewarding and noble
profession. Most of you had an interview with
me and told me why you decided to enter the
profession. Many of you expressed the desire
to become a nurse because of a personal
experience with a relative or friend who has
been a nurse. Becoming a nurse is not easy
and the educational path for nursing is
designed to be rigorous. This will challenge
you in ways that you may have never been

will change. Work hours on the job will need to
diminish, family time will be less, hours of
sleep will be cut back, and hours for study and
reading should take up all of your available
time. Just keep focused on your goal.
I hope your goal is more than just graduating
from Saint Paul’s School of Nursing. I hope
your goal is to graduate, pass the NCLEX on
your first attempt, and be a great nurse.
Besides the technical skills that you will learn,
a nurse must be compassionate and
empathetic. We are here to teach and guide
you along the way but every grade that you
will receive must be a grade that you have
earned.

challenged before. Your orientation will
provide very clear expectations for you as well

Feel proud of what you are about to do and feel
prouder of who you are about to come.

PINNING AND GRADUATION
Congratulations Class of 2016

RN TO BSN: THE NEXT
STEP IN YOUR
NURSING
EDUCATION?
As the healthcare industry becomes
increasingly complex, healthcare and
government agencies are stepping up the
call for BSN (Bachelor of Science in
Nursing)-prepared nurses. In fact, the
American Nurses Association first
recommended the baccalaureate degree as
the minimum preparation for the
beginning professional in 1965. Today the
association recommends graduates of
Associates Degree of Nursing or diploma
granting programs obtain a BSN within 10
years of graduating - an idea called ‘BSN
in 10’.
There are many reasons to further your
education with a BSN. One is that it adds
critical skills and knowledge in areas such
as leadership, health policy, system
improvement, evidence-based practice,
community health, public health and
geriatrics, and new technology skills. A
BSN is also useful for career advancement
(and higher pay) - it is essential for nurses
seeking to perform at the case-manager or
supervisory level. And BSN-prepared
nurses can also work in four of the top
ten highest paying nurse specialties:
nurse research, pediatric endocrinology,
orthopedic nursing and neonatal nursing.
A BSN also opens the door for becoming a
nurse educator - for which there is a high
demand. BSN-prepared nurses are
qualified to teach both certified nursing
assistants (CNAs) and licensed practical
nurses (LPNs) at technical and community
colleges. And last but not least, more BSN

nurses means better patient outcomes,
which is a positive for the whole system.
If you are thinking about pursuing a BSN
program after Saint Paul’s, you may want
to consider Chamberlain College of
Nursing. Chamberlain and Saint Paul’s are
educational partners, which means it’s
very easy to transition from one school to
the other. They understand our students’
backgrounds, needs, and busy schedules.
Stephen Lehrman (Senior Healthcare
Development Specialist, New York City &
Long Island, Chamberlain College of
Nursing) is the representative for our
campus and he visits often to speak to our
students about the RN to BSN program.
“For 125 years, Chamberlain College of
Nursing has been at the forefront of
excellence in nursing education.
Chamberlain is increasing access to
nursing education nationwide with
campuses o!ering the three year Bachelor
of Science in Nursing degree program and
flexible post-licensure programs
conveniently o!ered online, including the
RN to BSN option, Master of Science in
Nursing degree program, Doctor of
Nursing Practice degree program and
Graduate Certificates. Chamberlain's
innovative, flexible online degree options
allow registered nurses to advance their
degree in a program that fits their
lifestyle.”
Kenneth Kim (BSN, RN) is a Saint Paul’s
nursing graduate who took this route.
“I must admit when I was searching for
nursing programs, I didn’t really look
much further than St. Paul’s," he says.
"The reason was that I knew it was a

respectable program and that it had a long

autonomously. In fact, I am sometimes the

history of graduating excellent students

only nurse on sta! with a patient census

stretching from the St. Vincent days.

of greater than 20. The courses o!ered
by Chamberlain College of Nursing,

The school made it very easy to

particularly Community Health Nursing,

register and progress, as long as the

Health and Physical Assessment in

student was willing and able. The same

Nursing, and Leadership and Management

could be said about the school after

for Nurses were very advantageous in

graduation. Their association with

acquiring the skills necessary to become

Chamberlain School of Nursing helped

an e!ective nurse in today’s health

ease the transition from ADN to BSN.

setting.”

Seemingly, most hospitals are now
requiring their nurses to become BSNeducated for the simple reason that these
nurses are better equipped to handle
today’s challenges. Those challenges
include information technology, executive
decision making, and most importantly,
evidence-based practice and research.
Fortunately for me, Chamberlain not only
accepted all the credits earned from St.
Paul’s, but they took my credits from my
undergraduate studies 20 years ago! This
allowed me to wrap up my BSN in less
than a year. While this was definitely a
bonus, it was certainly an unnerving
decision to take all the courses on-line.
Being an older student and accustomed to

Kim (BSN, RN) completed the RN to BSN

brick and mortar classrooms, I thought it

program at Chamberlain after graduating

might be a di"cult transition. However,

from Saint Paul's. "I have no regrets with

with determination and discipline, I was

any of the education choices I made to get

able to attend full time (two classes per

to this point in my career and I hope to

semester) while working part-time. I

continue acquiring more experience and

finished with a perfect 4.0 GPA.

knowledge."

I am now a BSN, RN working at Staten
Island University Hospital (South) as a

For more information on the RN to BSN program at

chemical detox/rehab nurse. I also work

Chamberlain College for Saint Paul's graduates, visit

part-time as a clinical nurse at a

chamberlain.edu/stpaulschoolofnursingstatenisland

community center. The BSN not only
helped me attain the hospital position, but
it allowed for greater ability to work

EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT EXTERNSHIPS

What is your role in facilitating Externships?
My role as Externship Coordinator is
multifaceted. I work to obtain externship sites
and facilitate a"liation agreements with the
sites so that our students may work there for

Louis Rotondo, Director of Student Services/ Externship

their time period. After I obtain sites I do my

Coordinator; and Psychology Instructor

best to place the students in those sites and set
up a schedule where they can meet their

What are the goals of the Externship

hourly requirement. Along the six weeks I

program and how does it work?

contact and visit the sites to check in on
students to see how they are doing. Once

The goals of the externship program are to

a week I collect the time sheets, which are of

immerse the student in the experience of

VITAL importance and integral to completing

working as a medical or dental assistant. It

the externship. Myself and the school

is a vital and integral component for the

Registrar count and log the students hours so

educational piece of our program. During the

that they receive credit for the course as well

externship course the students get to apply all

as check and see the students progression

of the principles and practical experience they

during the six weeks.

have obtained during their class and lab work
to real-life experience under the supervision

Where are some of the places students have

of both an o"ce manager and a doctor.

done their Externships? What interesting
experiences have they shared with you?

The process is fairly straight forward. The
student first needs to complete all necessary

Our students are placed in various practices

classes and work prior to enrolling for

throughout Staten Island. Their experiences

externship. Once that criteria has been met,

range from general practitioners to specialists

they meet with their respective program

in both pediatric and specialized medicine. We

director and myself and we congratulate them

have various doctors that thoroughly enjoy

and orient them to the externship process.

having our students and teaching them things

Following the initial meeting we then have an

which build upon the foundation they obtain

orientation where the student will receive

here at Saint Paul's. Most of the experiences

documents and review the rules,

the students share with me are when they

responsibilities and procedure of the six

have completed their externship. They inform

(medical) or eighteen (dental) week

me that they are happy they have gotten

rotation. Once the student understands the

through it, and they tell me about the

policy and procedures, we set the student up at

interesting personalities of the doctors

an externship site. The student needs to work

and o"ce managers. They also tell me that

a minimum of 27 hours per week in order to

they are glad they had the chance to work

successfully complete their externship within

"hands on" to see what it would be like in the

the six week period. During this work the

field before graduating. There is no better way

student should be receiving experience on

to test your knowledge than to actually use it

both the administrative and practical aspects
of medical or dental assisting.

in real life situations and experiences.

You are new to the position of Student

One of my favorite quotes is by Ronnie

Services/ student support. What do you hope

Lott: "If you can believe it, the mind can

to achieve?

achieve it." I hold this to be extremely true.
My pride is in caring for our students

My newly appointed position is something I

and helping them believe in themselves. If I

have been working for since I began teaching

can help students become aware of their

here at Saint Paul's. Now that I have received

potential, I would be happy with myself,

it, it is somewhat overwhelming at times

especially in the context of education and this

and extremely time consuming, however not a

new position.

day goes by where I regret taking the position
or do not love coming to work.

I mention empathy as a key value to success in
this role because understanding and caring

I believe that my actions should serve the

for one another is paramount to a person's

overall well-being of students, and be geared

well-being. It's integral to success in any

toward the success of each. As a support to

profession where you deal with people, and

students, I advocate for them, and I help them

especially for those working in healthcare. An

clarify many issues. I act as a representative

empathetic approach to patient care goes a

at times and express their concerns

long way: your smile lights up a room, your

to program directors or other faculty in an

very presence helps heal.

attempt to clear up miscommunication. I
make recommendations on how we can
improve academic rigor and maintain
academic interest. I speak to students
individually as well as in groups and help
provide them with strategies for studying and
how to relax using mindfulness. I remind
them to balance work and play. Sometimes I
assist faculty members in dealing with an
issue or collaborate with them on a variety of
projects.
I often speak with the Director of Education,
Dr. Ann Lubrano on how to improve academic
standards and ensure our students are
provided with an optimal level of education
which prompts higher learning and critical
thinking. My goal is to have every student
that comes here succeed and become what
they aspire to be. With discipline,
understanding, belief in oneself and empathy
- this is possible.
New Director of Student Services and Extnerships,
Louis Rontondo, pictured (center) with 2016
Nursing graduates.

INFORMATION
LITERACY

LIBRARY WORKSHOPS FOR
STUDENTS

Find

The Learning Resource Center at Saint Paul's is o!ering

information
Use academic

two new workshops for students: Information Literacy, and

databases
Learn search
strategies

and can be done either individually or as a group. We

Download
free full-text
articles
Develop
arguments

Writing in APA Style. Both workshops are by appointment
highly recommend you schedule a session in advance of
any upcoming papers and research projects.
Information Literacy is a set of skills designed to help you
locate and apply quality information for your research and
paper writing assignments. We focus on items already
included in the Library's collection - books/textbooks,
academic print journals, and an extensive list of online
databases - because these are specific to Nursing, MA, and
DA curriculums. In this workshop you will learn how to

WRITING IN APA
STYLE
Format your
paper
Create a
reference page
Cite sources
Write
an abstract &
conclusion
Avoid
plagiarism
Print final paper
at the Library
To schedule a workshop
visit the LRC on the
second floor or email
saintpaulssi@gmail.com
Workshops take about
1 hour to complete.

search for articles, research studies, news and other types
of information that support your topic; how to evaluate
these sources for credibility; and how to structure
arguments around them. Information Literacy teaches you
to make informed, evidence-based decisions - like those you
will be making as a working healthcare provider.
Students at Saint Paul's are required to write in APA style
(APA stands for the American Psychological Association).
This is the preferred style for the health-sciences
profession. APA has a unique set of rules that governs how
you format your paper. You will learn how to create a cover
page, do paragraph spacing, page numbering, and other
functions of Microsoft Word. Additionally, you will learn
how to correctly cite sources by making a reference page
and doing in-text citations. This workshop also covers how
to structure a paper -developing an abstract, conclusion,
and main body - so that your argument and sources are
laid out clearly. Lastly, you will learn how to use the
campus printing system, ePrintIt, to print your final
paper. Most students have never written in APA style
before college - so this workshop is essential for academic
success here.

SOCIAL MEDIA WORKSHOP:

"ARE YOU

LINKEDIN?"
LinkedIn can be a great tool for advancing your career, if
you know how to use it! In this workshop you'll learn what

Sign up and

employers are looking for in candidates on LinkedIn. Learn

get started

how to create a professional LinkedIn profile and use the

Create a profile

platform to find and apply for jobs. With special guest

Highlight your skills

speaker Karen Martinez of Green Key Resources - a

Find job listings

premier career counseling and recruitment agency for

Follow companies

healthcare professionals. This event is for currently

Apply for jobs via

enrolled students and alumni. Space is limited. Registration

LinkedIn

is required at: http://bit.ly/1XUFDCQ

Join professional
groups

Wednesday, July 20th
12:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Network with
professionals
...and much more

Learning Resource Center
Guest Speaker/ Hiring Employer:
Karen Martinez, Executive Director, Contract Healthcare

Presented by Career Services
and the Library

Division -Green Key Resources

SEEN AROUND CAMPUS

Students in PDC 200 participate in mock job interviews to prepare for the hiring process post graduation.

Left: Nursing Instructor Maria DeSilva speaks at Nursing Orientation. Students had the
chance to meet faculty, explore campus, and receive their uniforms. Right: A banner
welcomes new students to the start of the Summer Semester.

St. Paul’s students
(pictured
alongside students from
Wagner College, Hunter
College, Binghamton
University and the
University of Rhode
Island) on the last day
of their externship at
Richmond University
Medical Center in Staten
Island. “We at RUMC
bid our Student Nurse
Externs a fond farewell
as they return to their
studies to finish up
their degrees. It marks
the culmination of our
time with them, but
moves them closer to
becoming nurses. It has
been a pleasure to
watch as they gain a
greater level of selfconfidence and clinical
competency under the
supervision of our
Nurse Educator and our
incredible team of RN
preceptors. They’ve
already accomplished so
much. We wish them
well on their journey!”

Anatomy model in the Science Lab (top left)
Students practice putting on sterilized gowns in Nursing Skills Lab (top right)
Study time - Anatomy and Physiology (bottom left)
Students take a break from studying to snap a selfie (bottom right)

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

What is your educational background?
I have my high school diploma, an Associates in
Liberal Studies, and a Bachelor of Science in

Darlene Ramnarine, Nursing

Psychiatric Rehabilitation from Kean University in
progress.

What is the hardest part of your studies?
The hardest part of my studies is adhering to study
schedules and balancing my personal life and
commitments outside of school.

Any favorite classes?
Science and psychology courses, Anatomy and
Physiology in particular.

Tell us an interesting fact about yourself?
Some of my hobbies include aerial fitness, yoga,
and multicultural dance.

What are your plans for the future?
My plans after completing nursing school are to
further my studies related to my career. Acquiring
knowledge is a lifelong process.

ALUMNI
SPOTLIGHT
Alexis
Rosalia Savaterre
Nursing, Class of
2016
Alexis (right), at Graduation
with fellow Nursing
graduate Hope Conklin (left),
& Lisa Mauro - current Nursing
student & campus Admissions
Support/Receptions (middle.)

I started Saint Paul's School of Nursing in August of 2014. It was the most rewarding decision I have
ever made. Saint Paul's has helped shape me into the nurse I have become today. I am proud to say
that after two long, hard, but rewarding years I will be graduating with my Associate’s Degree in
Nursing and I couldn't be happier. If you are contemplating pursuing your dream of becoming a
nurse, Saint Paul's is the place for you. It is sta!ed with compassionate and caring instructors who
truly want to see you succeed. Without them I am not sure if I would be the type of nurse I am
today. I am only just starting my career and am eager to pass my NCLEX this summer, but I know
that this school has prepared me for my future. I would like to thank Saint Paul's and its faculty
for helping me get where I am today. I was able to personally work one-on-one with many members
of faculty through the work-study program and it was an amazing experience! I learned so much
about the ins and the outs of this great profession partly because of that program. I urge you to look
into becoming a student and starting your journey toward becoming a healthcare professional with
Saint Paul's. Congratulations to the class of 2016!

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
Gina Marie Chiaramonte
Nursing, Class of 2016
Whoever tells you nursing is easy is strongly
mistaken. Nursing school is not only one of the
hardest things I have ever done in my life, but one
of the most rewarding as well. Saint Paul’s School
of Nursing welcomed me to their school with open
arms in August, 2014. After two years I can now say
I am about to graduate with my Associates in
Nursing.
On top of that I also worked two other jobs - which
Did I struggle? Absolutely! But it only made me
stronger in the end. The Nursing program at Saint
Paul’s is challenging, but if you work hard and put
the time in there is nothing that can stop you. The
teachers and sta! are extremely helpful and want
you to succeed.

Along with being a full time student, I worked as a
work-study since December, 2015, and I am so
grateful I was given that opportunity. I loved my
position and the sta! were absolutely amazing.

was truly di"cult, especially in the last semester of
school. I was lucky enough that everyone
understood school came first and they helped me
through it 'till the very end. I learned not only to
stay positive in the worst of times at Saint
Paul’s, but to trust your instincts. Never secondguess yourself and keep going even when you feel
you can’t. You Can! So if I can say anything it’s
thanks to Saint Paul’s for making me stronger and
know that if I can make it through this I can make
it through anything! Lastly I would like to give big
congratulations to the graduating class of June
2016.....WE MADE IT!

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT
John Pastore

As for teaching, I actually began teaching at
the College of Staten Island at 24 years old.
From there, I went on to Kingsborough College
in Brooklyn. In recent years, I've started
teaching playwriting workshops, and writing

English/ Literature Instructor

scenes and monologues for actors.
What has been the biggest reward of teaching
at Saint Paul's? And what are some of the
challenges?
I'd say exposing my students to material they
wouldn't otherwise have the opportunity
to read, and watching the look on their faces
when the twists and secrets are revealed. It
can, however, be di"cult to reach and engage
every student, as some haven't been asked to
think and write critically for some time. Thus I
always make sure our discussions are
thorough and precise.
What are you currently doing in the classroom
that is exciting?
My literature class just finished Buried Child, a
play by Sam Shepard. This play never fails to
captivate and enthrall the students. It's dark,
creepy and funny. They always respond so well
to it, and are shocked when they discover what

Tell us a little about yourself and how you

is actually happening. It's rewarding to hear

came into teaching?

their theories and questions about it. They
often come up with ideas that I myself hadn't

I went to school for English and Creative

thought of. This was good timing as well, as

Writing. I took a lot of theater classes, and

this play is currently running on Broadway.

eventually began writing plays. I had my first
production in 2005, titled ‘Death Party’. Since
then, I've been lucky enough to have had three

What suggestions would you give students to

others as well: ‘Sidetracked', ‘Panic at The

help them through their program?

Riverside Motel', and ‘Family of Strangers’. I
tend to write drama/dark comedy. I just

Be conscientious and persistent. Expect

finished my first short film, for which we are

bumps in the road. Nothing in life is meant for

currently casting. Writing is great for the

you to glide through.

mind. It's exciting and calming all at once.

EMPLOYER'S PERSPECTIVE
Margret Ultra Home Care Inc.
Staten Island
This is the first year we've hired graduates of Saint
Paul’s. There is something unique
here. Professionalism, open communication, wellcoordinated job placement and honesty - these are
some of the things that incited us to build
a partnership with the school. Saint Paul’s has a
dedicated sta! that go the extra mile to make sure
they find the right candidates to meet your recruiting
needs. They met our need for talented, bilingual
students and helped us fill positions that would
otherwise be unoccupied. Economically, the
partnership makes great sense. The future of our
industry and the well-being of our patients definitely
depends on the quality of our Nurses' training. We
need more qualified Nurses in today’s home care
industry as we have to deliver high-quality patient
care in increasing demand from our communities. We
are glad we have Saint Paul's as part of our team. So
long as we continue to have the need for skilled and
reliable nurses, Saint Paul’s will be the first we call.
Thank you for your great team of professionals and
talented candidates.

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
Welcome to the new and "o"cial" Facebook page for
the Staten Island community!
Facebook.com/SaintPaulsSchoolofNursingStatenIsland

Established in 2004
Margret Ultra Home
Care Inc. is a licensed
agency conveniently
located in Staten Island
and available
throughout New York
City. As a home care
agency, we work to
ensure that every
qualified patient has
access to our a"ordable
home care services. We
are committed to
delivering high quality,
compassionate,
supportive and
comprehensive care in
the comfort of our
client's homes.

NEW BOOK ARRIVALS
Come in to the Library to 'check out' our new books and other resources, now on display:

AACN: Essential’s of Critical Care - 3rd ed.
Barron’s NCLEX-RN Flash Cards - 2nd ed.
Core Curriculum for Oncology Nursing - 5th ed.
Human Body Coloring Book: Human Anatomy in 215 Illustrations
Human Body (The) Identification Manual: Your Body and How It Works
Lippincott’s Concise Illustrated Anatomy: Thorax, Abdomen & Pelvis
Manual of Critical Care Nursing: Nursing Interventions and Collaborative Management 7th ed.
Medical-Surgical Nursing: Concepts and Practice - 3rd ed.
Medical Terminology for Dummies - 2nd ed.
Nursing Diagnosis Manual: Planning, Individualizing, and Documenting Client Care 5th ed.
30-Second Anatomy: The 50 Most Important Structures and Systems in the Human Body,
Each Explained in Half a Minute
These items are located on our new-book display case (at the entrance to the Library), or
shelved among our collection. If you can’t find an item, just ask a Librarian or student
work-study and we'll be happy to assist. You can also preview any of these titles on our
online catalog at LibraryThing.com/tags/SPSON-SI. Simply use the “search the library” box
at top right and enter the title you’re looking for. Also, please note our updated Circulation
Policy: Review books can now be taken out for one week (previously three days). Due to high
demand we’ve added new Review books as well as extra copies of the most popular ones. We
always appreciate book recommendations from faculty and students. If we don’t have
something you need, fill out a Book Request Form and we’ll do our best. Happy reading.

EVENTS
Monday, May 30
Memorial Day (no classes)

Wednesday, June 8
Graduation
12 pm (Grads arrive at 11)
Hilton Garden Inn, Staten Island

MA, DA Program: New Student Orientation

Tuesday, July 12

Friday, June 17

Get a NYC Identification Card - Library

9:15 am - 2 pm

The City of New York will be issuing the new NYC

Reading Room. Hosted by Dr. Mina Fouda, Dental

Identification cards to interested Saint Paul’s

Assisting Program Director.

students, faculty and sta!. Photos will be taken in
the Library, and you will be mailed your ID card

Thursday, June 23 and Friday, June 24

after processing. The card comes with free or

PEDS HESI Exam

reduced entry to many city attractions.

June 23 from 4-5:30 pm; June 24 from 10-11:30 am
- on campus. Students must pre-register.

Saturday, July 16
Certification Exams: National Healthcare

Friday, June 24

Association (NHA)

Certification Exams: National Healthcare

All exams 10 am - 1 pm

Association (NHA)

Register at nhanow.com

All exams 10 am - 1 pm
Register at nhanow.com

Wednesday, July 20
Career Services Workshop: LinkedIn

Tuesday, June 28

Guest Speaker & Hiring Employer, Karen Martinez

‘Be The Match’

of Green Key Resources. For students and alumni.

1-2 pm (Room L)

Required for PDC 200. 12:30 – 1:30 pm in the

7-8 pm (Room C)

Library.

For thousands with blood cancers like leukemia or
other diseases like sickle cell anemia, a marrow

Thursday, July 21

transplant is their only hope for life. Help save

Breast Cancer Awareness Event

lives by joining the ‘Be The Match’ registry.

7 pm

(BeTheMatch.org). Hosted by MA Program Director

Room L

Abdalla Saudi, MD.

Did you know Staten Island has the highest breast
cancer mortality rate of the five boroughs? Find out

Monday, July 4

how you can reduce your risk with self exams and

Independence Day (no classes)

screening. Presented by the Staten Island Breast
Cancer Initiative. For all students.

Thursday, July 7
PEDS (Pediatrics) HESI Exam - RETAKE
For students who missed or did not pass the June
23 or June 24 HESI exam.

Tuesday, August 2 - Friday, August 5

Wednesday, August 17 - Friday, August 19

HESI Exams

Finals

All exams are in Room H.

Good luck students!

Tuesday, August 9 - Thursday, August 11

August - TBD

HESI Exams Continued

NARCAN Community Training
Continued opioid overdose prevention program,
presented through Staten Island University

Thursday, August 11 (date may change)

Hospital and the Department of Psychiatry &

Blood Drive with New York Blood Center

Behavioral Sciences. The program provides certified

Sign up in advance at the Library.

overdose prevention training to the general
community. Naloxone is a medication that can treat

Monday, August 15

a heroin/opioid overdose in an emergency

Make-up Classes for Memorial Day (Nursing)

situation. Participants will learn how to identify an

Please confirm with your individual Instructors.

opioid overdose, what to do during an overdose,
how to administer naloxone, and will receive a free

Tuesday, August 16

naloxone rescue kit.

Advanced Cardiovascular Diagnostics
Life-Saving Tests: Carotid Doppler, Abdominal Aorta

Summer - TBD

Ultrasound, ABI, and Vestibular Exam

Guest Speaker - Beacon Community Health

9:30 am - 6:30 pm
Most insurances accepted. Bring your insurance
card. Walk-ins welcome. To make an appointment
in advance call 718-517-7770. Rooms K & L.

ABOUT OUR ORGANIZATION
Formerly Saint Vincent Catholic Medical School of Nursing, Saint
Paul's School of Nursing strives to serve the needs of society by
providing excellent education that exemplifies the highest
standards for nursing practice. The faculty and sta! at Saint
Paul's believe that nursing is both an art and a science that
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works to provide a human service. Throughout our courses, we

Chief Editor

hope to emphasize the values of respect, integrity, compassion

Judy Lee

and excellence. In addition to our nursing program in Queens
and Staten Island, we also o!er a Dental Assistant program and
a Medical Assistant program. With all three of our programs, we
strive to provide students with a quality education that includes
practical, real-world experience.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the
views of, and should not be attributed to, Saint Paul's School of Nursing.
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